
 
 



 
 

AWARENESS ON ANTI-

SMOKING&DRUGS 

The NCC unit of KLEF orchestrated a profound social service event on the 30th of 

January2020 at Z.P. High School, Vaddeswaram. This initiative, aligned with the unit's 

monthly awareness program, aimed to sensitize cadets about their societal responsibilities 

and to combat contemporary challenges such as smoking, alcohol, and drugs. 

 
Event Details: 

 

Event Awareness on anti-smoking &drugs 

Date 30/01/2020 

Number of students 56 

Number of faculty 3 

Number of beneficiaries public 

 
Fostering Awareness and Responsibility: 

As part of the NCC's commitment to nurturing responsible citizens, this event provided a 

unique platform for 39 cadets and 3 teachers to contribute positively to society. The event 

focused on creating awareness about the detrimental effects of smoking, alcohol, and drugs, 

which pos significant obstacle  a progressive society. 

 
Inspiring Young Minds: 

The event was characterized by speeches delivered by NCC cadets to the school students. 

The cadets shared insights, experiences, and valuable information, motivating the young 

audience to take a stand against the modern social evils that plague our society. This endeavor 

was fueled by the belief that today's youth hold the potential to reshape the nation's destiny. 



Quoting Dr.A.P.J.Abdul Kalam: 

The event's ethos resonated with the words of the visionary Dr. A.P.J. Abdul Kalam :"Today's 

youth are tomorrow's leaders and they are the actual strength of the nation." The event, in 

essence, aimed to equip students with the knowledge and resolve to create a better India, 

fortified by their actions. 

 
Sharing of Experiences: 

The event elicited remarkable participation from young children who courageously shared 

their experiences and perspectives. Their narratives shed light on the harsh realities prevalent 

in their families and society. This candid exchange of thoughts was not only enlightening but 

also heartening ,reaffirming the necessity of such initiatives. 

 
Expression of Gratitude: 

The NCC unit expressed gratitude to KLEF and the management of Z.P. High School, 

Vaddeswaram, for providing the invaluable opportunity to connect with the students and 

addressthesepertinentissues.Thecollaborationbetweeneducationalinstitutionsservesasabeaco

n of hope for a harmonious and empowered society. 

 
Conclusion: 

The NCC's social service event at Z.P. High School, Vaddeswaram, embodied the essence of 

nurturing responsible citizens and instilling in them the courage to confront and eradicate 

modern social vices. By inspiring the youth and offering them a platform to share, learn, and 

act, this event resonated with the vision of a brighter, more empowered India. It reaffirmed 

the transformative power of education, dialogue, and collaborative efforts. 



Event Photos: 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

Cadets with the management of ZPHS ,Vaddeswaram Masses of children at 

event on 30-01-2020. 

 

 
 

 

 

School Student expressing their views on social evil sand sharing his harsh  

reality. The NCC cadets  collected different problems from the students 

guided them to solve the   issues on 30-01-2020 .



 



 


